SIMPLE ANSWERS TO COMPLEX QUESTIONS

If a Process Audit is a bit too broad to determine how to better fine tune your production line, a Focused Audit can provide just the right clarity on a variety of issues. With this focused approach based on a priority of needs, let our experts help guide you through a deep dive into one aspect of your system. Get granular to ascertain the ROI on your equipment investment to confidently assure all your stakeholders. If you’re getting ready to scale-up, a Focused Audit is precisely what you need to prepare your team to engineer the next step.

YIELD
- Get the most out of each ingredient you source to produce the most cost effective product from your process.

TIME STUDY
- Leverage the finite resource of time and manage what is required to increase your throughput to meet demands.

QUALITY STUDY
- High standards are Blentech’s expertise. Compare your qualities and processing parameters to focus your resources. Develop solutions for integrated custom problems that need a specialized study.

ENERGY
- Use mass balance equations from your process considering each component to determine your energy needs.

UTILITIES
- Consider all of your options when assessing utilities – not just what’s in the room. Use what you have to accommodate what you want to do.

EFFICIENCY
- From a material handling upgrade to a detailed production time resource schedule, Blentech can look at your workflow to help you level up and trim the fat.

CONCENTRATE ON THE DETAILS

Focus in on what you need with the granularity that suits your business needs. Taking a broad approach may be overwhelming. Concentrate on the details with the most payoff with Blentech’s hybrid food scientists and engineers to provide specific process knowledge that’s unparalleled within the industry.

For full product details please visit us online: SEARCH: BLENTECH FOCUSED AUDIT